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"No, no, sit 'ee here, pretty lady, sit'ee here, for 'tisn't often
a beautiful one like what you be have stepped across whit stone
of our old van!"
"It doesn't matter where I sit," repeated Thuella, "for I
shan't be here long. But I would—like—to—say—one—thing!"
As she spoke she did sit down on the edge of the bed which,
as it chanced, was directly facing Wizzie and so close to her that
the point of one of Thuella's shoes came within an inch of the
Circus-girl's knee, over which—for the latter had put down her
bowl on the floor—the not very prepossessing cotton "slip" was
at once indignantly and fiercely stretched.
Thuella's magnetic presence, red lips, and startlingly white
skin were the things most calculated of all the advantages any
intruder could have had to disarm Mother Urgan, whose passion
for beautiful girls was at once vividly professional and intensely
personal. It had been Wizzie's pinched face and thin colourless
hair far more than the girl's touchy temper that had finally
come to create that "lodged hate" and that "certain loathing"
in the old woman's breast; while the discovery of Popsy, whom
she made into a pet but who could never manage the circus-
horse, added the element of bitter jealousy to the situation.
Neither Dud nor Mother Urgan seemed inclined to sit down;
but Old Funky, who always preferred to make his "sorties"
during an explosive situation from some convenient retreat,
squatted down upon a wooden stool between the stove and the
wall of the caravan.
"What—I—want—to—say," continued Thuella in an em-
phatic tone, throwing upon Wizzie's bare arms, and upon the
garment the girl had dragged so fiercely over her knees, a quick
satirical glance, "is simply this: Mr. No-man here is a friend
of my father's, Mr. Teucer Wye of Glymes, and any misunder-
standing about"—she met Wizzie's suspicious stare with a proud
tilt of her eyebrows and substituted the pronoun "you" for
whatever it was she was going to say—"about you leaving the
Circus so suddenly can be referred to him. He understands a
little about the law, and he's lived in Dorchester a long time
and he isn't badly known here. I only mention this," she added,
glancing at Dud, "because I know that Mr. No-man feels
rather like a stranger in this town."
"I want to go with him\ not with you!" cried Wizzie rudely.
"You shall go with him, girl 1 He'll take you to Friary Lane

